Trade Like You Mean It
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TRADING ASSET LIMITED
This document is not an offer of securities or a collective
investment scheme. Contributors are advised to read
this document carefully in full and perform due diligence
on their own. Please read terms and conditions before
making any investment decision.

Trading Asset Limited is led by a world-class team
with backgrounds in trading Luxury Asset with crypto,
investment banking, blockchain, AI, data, and
fintech (Saxo Bank, SEB Bank, JP Morgan, Zurich
insurance and others with accumulated trading
experience of over 100 years.
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Executive
summary
1.1 The Future of Cryptocurrency Investing
Over the past few years, cryptocurrencies proved
to be the fastest growing asset class and offered
phenomenal rewards for those who decided to
invest. Long term investors, as well as day traders,
benefit from the unique opportunities offered by
the most promising market we have ever seen.
However, investments into cryptocurrencies
require time, specific knowledge, analytical skills,
as well as professional tools to be successful. The
difficulty is the main reason why most people
simply miss tremendous opportunities offered
by a booming market.
This was the case until the Trading Assets Limited
was introduced.
1.2 TRADING ASSET LIMITED
Trading Asset Ltd is not a collective investment
scheme. Rather it is a platform for investors
and cryptocurrency traders who are looking
to utilize the most advanced trading tools and
technology, as well as the combined wisdom
of the community in order to achieve maximum
returns in cryptocurrency markets.
In its infancy, Trading Asset Ltd has experienced
rapid changes and conceptual upgrades from
the moment when the first idea of trading
digital asset platform was disclosed by the
founder, former Saxo Bank trader, Dmitrij Pruglo.
Technological discoveries, as well as ambitious
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scalability opportunities have arisen which
brought Trading Asset Ltd to a completely new
level.
By way of it’s unique platform which operates
differently to existing traditional investment
structures, like funds, Trading Assets Ltd is about
to disrupt investment management industry
and become one of the leading players on the
cryptocurrency market by introducing the most
complete infrastructure for investors and traders
which includes:
•

Trading Asset Ltd commodity contract – the
essence and core of the Trading Asset Ltd
infrastructure. It implements a successful trading
model and disrupts the traditional investment
management industry. Investors can easily browse
through hundreds of trading Models (strategies),
provided by professional cryptocurrency traders
and in effect “follow” the ones matching their
goals. All members can get a clear picture of current
and past performances of each trading Model. By
following, the platform does not allocate money
to anyone but rather implement the person own
decision whereby the platform automatically
replicates all trading activity of a chosen Model
directly into investors’ accounts at Tradingasset.com,
providing a unique commodity contracts
experience along with the safety of funds.

“It’s like a thousand of traders
all working for you!”

•

Crypto Intelligence Portal – the most complete
educational resource and knowledge base built
by traders for traders; featuring latest market
news, unique content created by leading crypto
experts aimed at educating the community,
sharing trading ideas and discussing latest
market developments.
It will include Crypto trading 101, explaining the
essentials of cryptocurrency investing, as well
as video tutorials to help new investors. For
experienced traders, advanced trading tutorials,
strategies, and technical analysis from industry
professionals will be included. The Crypto
Intelligence Portal will become the largest,
community-oriented and continuously growing
knowledge resource for investors, as well as a
one-stop place to receive the latest information
from top crypto-related media outlets, live
quotes, charts and latest analysis – everything
that you may need to become successful in
cryptocurrency trading.

“We are basically creating Bloomberg for
the crypto-market, plus education, plus
community”
•

The Trading Terminal creates unique
opportunity for it users, offering an aggregated
Level 2 order book from combined quotes of
multiple vendors and provides essential features
such as:
1. Advanced Trading Platform
2. Aggregated market depth with combined
liquidity from top exchanges
3. User friendly interface with advanced
functionality
4. Advanced trading tools and algorithms such
as VWAP and Iceberg orders
5. 24/7 customer support/Live chat

1.3 Summary
Backed by a strong team of industry
professionals, Trading Asset Ltd is on a clear
path to become an ultimate solution for
investors and cryptocurrency traders. It will
cover every aspect related to cryptocurrency
trading, from education, market overview and to
trading ideas the unique concept of p2p asset
trading, liquidity aggregation and ultimately the
most advanced trading station ever.

Liquidity aggregation / Algorithmic trading–
1.4 Commodity Overview
We aim to establish direct API bridging with
cryptocurrency exchanges from all over the
24th November 2017, 13:00 GMT
world. By aggregating liquidity from top
Start Date
cryptocurrency exchanges, Trading Asset allows
Commodity name
Diamond
experience along all users to benefit from trades
$1,000
Minimum Contribution
executing at the best possible rates. Such offerings,
Varies based on amount collectedities
Price of Commodity
previously available only for institutional clients,
Total limit
200 BTC
provides internal liquidity with significantly
Further Stock Issuance No contract to be issued after the Trade
reduced pricing on all trading activities occurring
Hard cap
5 BTC
on the Trading Asset Ltd Platform. Aggregated
liquidity offers unlimited opportunities for further
expansion:
1. Market making and deal matching
2. Options/Binary options market making
3. Algorithmic trading strategies (arbitrage, HFT
trading.)

•
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The Trading Asset Ltd Trading Terminal – An
advanced trading platform, adapted to the needs
of traders using various strategies ranging from
day trading and spread trading, to long term
investments. Experience brought from one of
the leading investment banks – Saxo Bank, the
Trading Asset Ltd team has unique knowledge on
how the ultimate trading solution should operate.
Aggregated liquidity offers Trading Asset Limited
members access to top crypto-exchanges and
trade all possible coins from one single account.

Trade a wide range of cryptocurrencies without
having to own the underlying asset. Go long or
short term on Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, and
Dogecoin, with no need for wallets or exchanges.
No matter if you are an investor, swing trader or
day trader our service will help take you to the
next level.

- Humphry John Davy ROLLESTON - CEO

Intro
2.1 Start Trading With a Regulated Crpto
Broker
Trading Asset Limited is an international licensed
private investment firm based in New Zealand
(354608) that offers high-quality asset management
services based on automated cryptocurrency
trading.
Our focus is to offer individuals an exclusive funds

Luxury Arts – $717B USD
Diamonds – $645B USD

management service. We are looking forward to
having a long-term relationship with the investors
and in turn, we will do our best to provide quality
services to our clients.
As one of a global leading trader, we have
become experts in the field of affiliate marketing.
In a short span of time, we have established a

Total Crypto Market - $200B USD

Luxury Funitures – $516B USD

Bitcoin - $105B USD
Ethereum - $30B USD

Real Estate – $480B USD

Litecoin - $8B USD

vast and successful network of traders, Affiliates
and Introducing Partners both online and in
offline
across
the globe.
aroundenvironments
$200B USD, which
leaves
lots of room to
expand.
The
overall
cryptocurrency
transaction
Given our strong background, we have
always

been able to offer superior access to global Crypto
markets, which is why professional and retail traders
are able to notice the remarkable difference
between Trading Asset Limited and other crypto
brokers.

Market Cap

$200B
$150B
$100B
$50B

24h Vol

$0

0

Combined market capitalization of all cryptocurrencies. Coinmarketcap
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How To
Trade Asset

There is no cryptocurrency in the world today
that is being used for the reason it was made for
more than it is being used by investors trading
it
project or currency.
During the first half of 2017, transactions
surpassed the $325B USD mark, despite

“financial experts” once deeming blockchain and
cryptocurrency a “niche market”. This increase in
and Ethereum. Bitcoin and Ethereum are both
inching closer to creating a scalable ecosystem,
interesting things are bound to happen in the
future. According to Juniper research, total
cryptocurrency transaction value may surpass
$1 Trillion USD by 2022.

Triple digit growth, amazing risk-reward ratios, and promising
global perspectives are only a few reasons why cryptocurrencies
shouldn’t be overlooked by any investor willing to diversify their
portfolio and profit from opportunities offered by a booming
market.
2.2 Investor Opportunities
After someone decides they may be ready to
invest in digital assets, there is a sticking point:
cryptocurrency trading takes place on multiple
exchanges, all of which have different rules
and regulations, and often require a lengthy
verification process. Most potential Investors are
lost at this stage. Another problem is volatility,
which can negatively affect the overall trading
result of any inexperienced private investor.
The learning curve for investing in crypto assets
is extremely steep and experienced digital
asset traders are in the best position to fully
benefit from arising opportunities offered in the
blockchain revolution.
Investors may evaluate options of trusting
money to a private crypto trader or a fund, in
order to gain profit in newly established markets.
Such decisions can be very risky due to lack of
regulations and the high possibility of fraud.
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Only several digital asset funds have gained the
reputation necessary for backing, while private
crypto traders and newly established funds tend
to look for investors in online forums, social
networks or amongst their friends.
It takes many years of effort to build trust and
reputation in order to attract proper funding. As a
result, many successful traders and digital asset
traders are being overlooked and end up having
no access to investors capital, limiting their
opportunities and narrowing earnings potential.
Professional digital asset managers or funds
could be a smart solution for anyone, willing to
get exposure in the cryptocurrency market. But
how will retail investors find and choose the
most suitable cryptocurrency fund? How will
they guarantee the security of their investment?
Is the declared performance of a chosen asset
trader trustworthy?

2.3 Trader Problems

2.4 Problems with Traditional Asset
Management

Problems that digital asset traders must deal
with are equally challenging. Launching a
personal fund requires technical knowledge,
programming skills, legal paperwork as well as
marketing costs and other expenses.

The Traditional asset management industry has
been plagued with multiple issues including
scams and corruptions since its inception.
Unethical and illegal manipulations by asset
managers with a large sum of money at their

disposal, Ponzi schemes, and sweeping
techniques are some of the common allegations
faced by the industry. The industry has
developed deep-rooted problems including
mutual mistrust, unethical practices, scamming,
and below-the-surface deals.
Trusting even professional asset managers
in traditional markets can sometimes lead to
problematic results. Stories of asset managers
making certain trades just to increase their

commission and drive up the fees to their
investors are just the beginning when it comes to
the level of dishonest activity when it comes to
investing other’s money. Every year, thousands
of licensed traders are found guilty of insider
trading, fraud, or scamming hard-working
investors.

FAST & EASY
TRADING ACCOUNT
1. Register Account:
You'll need to have account with us to make
your trade, and you can do this by completing
your registration.

3. Withdraw Earnings
Easily request for your withdrawals and have
your earnings paid to you automatically
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2. Make Trade
Choose your preferred trading/commodity plan
and make your deposits, sit back and watch
your investment grow.

Luxury Assets
Investment Plans
The COVESTING Platform is the ultimate venue
where successful digital asset traders meet new
investors, in a transparent, safe and efficient
peer-2-peer investment environment.
Investors from around the world can compare
the performance of hundreds of successful
cryptocurrency traders and mirror their trades
automatically to their account. While traders
benefit from success fees generated by profitable
trading – investors enjoy peace of mind knowing
that their funds are following a model of an
industry professional in the comfort of their own
account.
By pairing the peer-2-peer business model
and the cryptocurrency investment industry,
COVESTING offers a fantastic opportunity to
utilize the wisdom of experienced traders in
order to achieve positive trading results securely.
3.1 Peer-2-Peer Definition

••
••
••
••
••

BitTorrent – a popular anonymous file-sharing
platform where uploaders and downloaders
meet to swap media and software files.
Air BnB – allows property owners to lease all or
part of their property to short-term renters.
Uber – a platform for car owners to offer
transportation services to others
eBay – a marketplace for private sellers of goods
to find interested buyers.
Etsy – enables producers of crafts and other
homemade goods to sell their items directly to
the public

3.2 For Investors
The COVESTING platform allows everyday
investors to search and compare the performance
of hundreds of proven cryptocurrency traders
and replicate their trading activity automatically.
After an investor decides to follow to the most
suitable strategy - the system will automatically
synchronize all trading activity from the chosen
investing Model into their segregated account at
COVESTING, providing the convenience of peer2-peer asset trading along with the safety of
funds.

A Peer-to-Peer, or P2P, Service itself is a decentralized
platform whereby two individuals interact directly
with each other, without intermediation by a thirdparty, or without the use of a business selling a
Profits
paid
accumulated
your account
for 30days
NOTE:
product
or service. The
buyer and
the is
seller
transact Eachininvestor
can diversify
their investments
andviaWithdrwal
of both capital and profits is granted on
directly with each other
the P2P service.
at the
same time. Such diversification allows
the specified period for the
investment
••
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or modify code for the software

gains across multiple crypto trading strategies
and protect themselves against massive losses

in any single cryptocurrency. More importantly,
investors are in total control - they can start or
finish the following whenever they want.

investors. All participants can choose to publish
their real names or remain anonymous by using
a screen-name alias.

3.3 For Traders

3.4 Profit Distribution

The COVESTING platform helps investing talents
bring their trading results in front of the public
and compete with other traders in an unbiased
environment. With the COVESTING platform,
every trader can act as a digital asset trader and
grow their revenue by earning success fees. The
more successful they are, the more followers
they will acquire and the more money they’ll
make from profitable trading.

Model Traders are rewarded with 18% success
fees from all profits generated by their followers,
the platform commission is 10%, while investors
receive the remaining 72% of income, which
is available for immediate withdrawal or
reinvesting.
Platform commissions of 10% will later be used
for systematic buyback and burn programs.

Trading Models can be easily created by linking
an existing trading account at an external
cryptocurrency exchange through an API. From
this moment, all trading activity will be recorded
in the Model and the trader doesn’t need to
do anything else – just continue trading in the
comfort of his personal account.
Later, the trader will be able to decide whether
he wants to “list” his Model at the COVESTING
platform and make it visible for investors instantly
or keep it private for a while to build a solid track
record first.
The COVESTING Platform will provide such
opportunities to cryptocurrency traders:
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Setup a trading Model and start performance
tracking from day one
Describe the trading strategy, expected volatility
and returns
Enable investors to follow your trading Model
through your performance
Earn success fees on all profits made by Modelfollowing accounts
Build a solid track record to acquire more
followers
Earn reputation and get reviews from previous
and existing investors
Interact in a safe environment, make new
contacts, and grow professionally as a trader
Keep a blog, post news, trading ideas and market
analysis

For security reasons, Model Traders will never
know the amount of capital which is currently
following their strategy, only the number of
13

3.5 Synergy
With the features described above, the COVESTING
Platform creates a synergized marketplace that
brings investors, and professional cryptocurrency
traders together.
All parties benefit from the COVESTING platform:
cryptocurrency traders get visibility to new
audiences and sources of additional income,
while investors get a broad range of trading
strategies they may follow with the ability to
analyze historical performance in order to make
the right decision. Our goal is to create an easyto-use platform with a win-win solution for both
investors and professional traders
3.6 COVESTING in Four Simple Steps
1. Join. Register at COVESTING by filling a simple
form.
2. Find top traders. Compare the performance
of hundreds of successful Model Traders and find
the one or many matching your goals.
3. Follow. Once you found the strategy or
strategies you wish to follow, simply click
“Follow”. You will be asked to specify the
percentage of the funds you want to allocate to
the Model. The amounts for the replicated trades
will be calculated proportionally.
4. Monitor and control. You can now sit back
and watch professional traders do the job for
you. All trades from now on will be replicated
automatically. Most importantly – you are in
control. You can manage your portfolio by
following new strategies or stop copying a trader
at any time.

3.7 Platform specifications
At COVESTING we aim to develop an easy to use,
secure and efficient solution for both investors
and traders. COVESTING will deliver the most
user-friendly, yet advanced peer-2-peer digital
asset platform. Below, we provide concept
specifications of the platform as well as a brief
explanation of the core features.
Registration
All users must be registered on the platform to carry out
any activities. Registration is a standard process through
email, or through Facebook, Google, and Twitter.
COVESTING Account and Wallet
All users of the platform will have their own unique
wallet created automatically. After registration
with COVESTING platform, each user shall have
BTC, ETH and other addresses in their Wallet. By
depositing any of these coins, it is possible to
make internal exchanges from one currency to
another. However, only COV token can be used
for following a trading strategy.
Entry fee
There is a 2% entry fee that applies every
time user deposits funds to his account. This
commission accrues to the COV Asset Contract
increasing the value backing COV tokens.
Model Traders
A Model Trader is a user who created a trading
Model (strategy) in COVESTING platform. From
that moment, tracking of all trading activity starts
and the Model becomes available for following.
Investors
The investor is a user who is following a chosen
Model in order to benefit from the profitable
trading of a Model Trader. Each investor can
follow up to 20 different trading strategies.
Marketplace
The platform allows users to search, rank, filter
and compare all of the available trading Models.
Following to a Model
When an investor finds a suitable strategy and
starts following – all trading actions of a Model
will be replicated in their personal COVESTING
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account with a proportional amount of funds,
predefined by the investor.
Segregated Accounts
To provide security and peace of mind to all
investors – we offer secure personal accounts for
each user within the COVESTING Platform. None
of the funds go directly to Model Trader, which
avoids trust and security issues.
Unfollowing the Model
At the point when an Investor unfollows a trading
Model – funds are immediately returned to their
wallet minus success fees and commission in
case of any profit they earned.
Each user can stop following to a trading Model
whenever they like. The only occasion when
following stops automatically is when a Model
Trader decides to terminate it. Funds would
then be returned to all of the followers of the
terminated Model.
Profit Sharing
In case a trading Model resulted in profits for the
investor-follower, income distribution will look
like this:
Success Fee - 18% of all profits will be transferred
to the Model Trader’s wallet
Platform Commission - 10% of all profits and will
be automatically credited to COV Asset Contract
The remaining 72% shall be credited to the
investors wallet along with the initial investment.
Anonymous Mode
All users of COVESTING platform can choose to
publish their real names or remain anonymous by
using a screen-name alias. However, we believe
that providing real names can be beneficial,
especially for successful Model Traders.
Users Privacy
No personal user data is available to other users
or moderators working on the platform. This list
includes but is not limited to: emails, wallet IDs,
or funds available to users, as well as direct links
to accounts in social networks, even if they are
specified in the user’s form. All users can remain
completely anonymous.

FOR YOUR VIDEO TUTORIALS: Visit Our YouTube Page
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SC6laZWm37Y

Traders Dashboard
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Family
Account
At Trading Asset Ltd, we aim to produce a oneto the Crypto Intelligence hub, giving Trading Asset
stop solution for cryptocurrency traders and a unique ever-growing knowledge base, suitable
investors. Since the infrastructure of Trading for both beginners as well as professional traders.
Asset Ltd is being built by investment industry - The Crypto Intelligence Portal will essentially
importance of timely market data has not been include:
overlooked.
•

Apart from a one of a kind peer-2-peer digital
asset platform, we aim to introduce the largest
resource for education, news, trade ideas and
market analysis about the cryptocurrency
market. We call it – Crypto Intelligence.
Trading Asset strongly believes in the importance
of education when it comes to cryptocurrency.
There is a lot to learn when it comes to the
technology, and it changes at a pace that many
cannot keep up with. We believe it is partly our
responsibility to educate our users, as we are
offering them a vehicle to invest their hardearned money. While investing in cryptocurrency
is always a risky endeavour, there are certainly
plenty of rewards to be gained as well, and
that’s why we believe offering a large portal for
our users to grow their knowledge of the cryptoindustry is very important.
We seek to share the knowledge and best
practices with our community. Leading cryptoexperts, researchers and traders will contribute
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•
•
•
•
•
•

An integrated news feed from multiple
resources
Blog posts and articles from reputable
cryptocurrency traders and analysts
Trade ideas with technical analysis and strategies
from professional traders
A crypto academy, which offers education, 101
and video tutorials explaining the A to Z about
cryptocurrency and trading
The most complete glossary for crypto
terminology
A link library, the most comprehensive collection
of important cryptocurrency links and resources
Community, where investors and traders
can interact and discuss the latest market
developments and trading ideas

Ultimately, the Crypto Intelligence Portal will
become a “Bloomberg” for crypto with education
and a community-built knowledge base. The
one-stop venue for everything that cryptotraders need in order to build their knowledge
and stay informed.

Liquidity
Aggregation
Liquidity is defined as the ability to execute a
trade quickly and at a desirable price.
For such markets as FX or equity – liquidity
is not a problem anymore. However, for the
newly established cryptocurrency market it still
remains a major issue.
Liquidity aggregation provides unique benefits
such as:
•

•
•
•
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Having ALL cryptocurrencies available on one
platform (No longer a need to open a Bitfinex +
Binance + Bittrex account because there are some
crypto-assets trading on one of these exchanges
but not listed on the other).
Always the best prices for execution – since the
aggregator will pick the best asset price from
multiple exchanges and execute accordingly.
Combined liquidity offers less slippage, thinner
spreads and ability to execute larger trades at
once.
Improved latency and reduced execution costs

•

Quotes from multiple exchanges provide the
ability to develop algorithmic trading strategies
such as cross-exchange arbitrage, and HFT
trading, allowing investors to follow to such
algorithmic strategies.

By aggregating liquidity from the leading
exchanges - Trading Assets Ltd creates a huge
opportunity for market making, hedging
and offering an aggregated order book from
combined quotes of multiple exchanges.
There is currently no centralized exchange and
cryptocurrency market development is still in
its infancy– there are huge inefficiencies which
provide ample opportunities for arbitrage and
HFT. Such liquidity provides great opportunities
to establish new products such as Vanilla options
or Binary options as well as other derivatives in
the future.

Asset

Trading Terminal
The Trading Terminal is a natural addition to
the complete Trading Asset Ltd infrastructure.
Having aggregated liquidity and a strong
educated community, it becomes a necessity to
introduce a trading terminal adapted for both
experienced crypto-traders and beginners.
Currently, there is no fully-functional platform
offering aggregated liquidity for retail investors,
allowing them to execute trades based on
quotes from multiple exchanges. Also, there are
very little advanced trading tools offered, such
as algorithmic bots, VWAP, ICEBERG and direct
Level2 trading.
With the Trading Assets Ltd Trading Terminal
each trader can:
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•

Trade the widest selection of cryptocurrencies

•

Access quotes from top exchanges through a
single account (combined market depth)

•

Benefit from quick and responsive execution,
tight spreads and a deep order book

•

Access to all necessary information about crypto

•

Access to the most advanced charting software

•

Access to market sentiment, data and analysis –
similar to COT on futures

.

Earn success fees apart from trading profits by
allowing investors to copy trades, through the
p2p asset platform.

•

Build a full-scale trading career within one single
platform

•

Generate detailed financial reports which will be
aligned with regulations

Team
m
My name is Humphry J.D ROLLESTON founder
and ideologist of the Trading Assets Limited
project. I have been working in the financial
sector for 11 years and held trading-related
positions in SEB Bank and Saxo Bank. I have
been involved in stocks, derivatives, and Stock
trading since 2001. During this time, I executed
trades using various web-platforms, trading
software and algorithms. Being an expert in
the online trading industry, I can surely state
that digital asset trading services will shortly
become a “must-have” option for any diversified

I have assembled a team with a solid financial
markets background, which is motivated to make
the world of digital currency investments better.
Together, we will create a magnificent platform,
which will help many investors and traders find
each other and mutually benefit from everything
that the Trading Assets Ltd platform has to offer.

Conclusion

•

•

•
•
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We are already in development mode, and in
November 2021 we will release a MVP version
of the platform where anyone can familiarize
themselves with the interface and features.
We are in active communication with
cryptocurrency funds and private traders in order
to form an initial pool of professional Model
Traders.
We have a solid marketing strategy which will
ensure a successful launch of the platform in Q1
2021.
We know exactly what is needed for both
investors and traders. We will create synergy and

•
•

•

a mutually beneficial investment environment.
We provide simple logic behind the value creation
for the trading contracts. It’s easy to understand
and evaluate its future growth.
Unlike many trading platforms, we are not just
creating another useless cryptocurrency in an
already crowded market. We provide the ability
to become a member of the successful platform
and benefit from the token price growth.
We have an excellent, competitive team creating
a revolutionary product and will cope with any
difficulties down the road.

Disclaimer
This document is for information purposes only and is not an offer or a call to sell stocks
commodities or securities.

Our Trading Contracts are not securities
User acknowledges, understands, and agrees that our trading contracts are not
securities and are not registered with any government entity as a security, and shall
not be considered as such.

Absence of guarantees of income or profit
There is no guarantee that trading contracts will grow in value. There are no guarantees
that the price of contracts will not decrease, including significantly, due to some unforeseen
events, or events over which the developers have no control, or because of force majeure
circumstances.

Risks associated with Reinvestment
Do not reinvest more than the required number of transaction especially on the Solar Energy
commodity plan.
Do not invest lower than your previous capital deposit

Regulatory uncertainty
Blockchain technologies are subject to supervision and control by various regulatory
bodies around the world. Our trading contracts may fall under one or more requests or
actions on their part, including but not limited to restrictions imposed on the use or
possession of digital market such as Natural Gas commodity plan, which may slow or
limit the functionality or repurchase of trading contracts in the future.
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